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LIST OF SYNBOLS

D
v

H

p

p

Bottom bed deposition probability.

Concentration of suspended sediment particle or of

dissolved chemical constitu~nt.

Eddy mass diffusivity in horizontal direction.

Eddy mass diffusivity in vertical direction..

Coriolis parameter.

Acceleration due to gravity.

Depth relative to the mean water level.

Depth contour relative to the free-surface, h + n.

Grid index in x-direction, or o-direction.

Grid index in y-direction, or 6-direction.

Grid index in z-direction, or a-direction.

Horizontal kinematic eddy viscosity.

Vertical kinematic eddy viscosity.

Pressure

Surface pressure.

Time

Velocity component in x � direction.

Velocity component in y-direction.

Velocity component in z-direction.

Suspended particle settling velocity.

Horizontal coordinate.

Horizontal coordinate.

Vertical position relative to the mean water level.

Vertical position relative to the free-surface, z + q,



GREEK SYMBOLS

Horizontal coordinate in stretched system, x.

Horizontal coordinate in stretched system, y.

Vertical coordinate in stretched system, Z/H.

Transformed  or equivalent! vertical velocity.

Density.

Free-surface elevation above mean water level.

Surface shear stress in x-direction.

Surface shear stress in y-direction.

Tzx

hazy

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

H

n+1

Horizontal quantity.

Initial quantity.

One time level back.

Current time level.

Two time levels back.

Quantity at inlet  ocean-exchange area!.

Quantity at free-surface,

Vertical quantity,

Quantity at lateral boundary.

Quantity at interior point one grid step from lateral

boundary,
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l. Introduction

Biscayne Bay in South Plorfda is a shallow estuary

bordering the city of Miami, It is open through a shoal

area. and some creeks to the Atlantic Ocean. It has a num-

ber of basins connected by shallow constricted openings and

causeways. South Biscayne Bay is of' interest for this

study. It extend.s from Rickenbacker Causeway in the north

to Card Sound in the southern end. The tide and wind driven

circulation in this domain is of interest to environmental-

ists for assesing the impact of anthropogenic disturbances.

Systematic observational studies on estuaries began

with Stommel and Farmer �952! who compiled data on 20 es-

tuaries of great diversity, Some studies were conducted

by Ketchum �955!. Numerical investigations have been con-

ducted by Heid et al �958!, Leendertse �973! and Blumbez g

�977, a,b!, A review of mixing and dispersion processes

in estuaries is provided by Fischer �976!.

The objective of the present study is to calibrate two

three-dimensional numerical free surface models such that

they can be used in the pr edictive mode far transport analy-

sis. While simplified two-dimensional studies were made by

Verma et al �969! and Lee and Rooth �972! three-dimensional

models which provide consider ably greater details are imper-

ative for specific engineering decisions.

Sengupta et al �976! and Lee and Sengupta �977! have

presented initial investigations in Biscayne Bay using



rigid-lid and free-surface three dimensional models.

!engupta et al �977! have present..d a calibration effor"i,

for a three-dimensional free-surface model using infra-red

data for surface temperatures, Carter' �977! developed

free surface model for Lake Okeechobee This model dif-.ers

trom Sengupta et al �977! in using a Richardson Lattice

and ignoring horizontal diffusion t rm. All these models

use finite diffence techniques with forward tjme central

space schemes. DuFort Frankel schemes on diffusion .erm=

are used.

The present study uses the f ee-;urfaced model of

Sengupta �977! et al t,o develop velocity fields whir h ar' e

L~ed for simplified simulation of sediment tr ansport near

the intracoastal water way. The second phase of the study

uses Carter's �977! model to simulate velocit,y fields for

dye diffusion and flushing studies for the bay. Verifica-

tion using dye release experiments and velocity measurements

have been attempted,

The models have performed well in predicting velocity,

temperature hand surface heights. Qualitative agreement with

dye release experiments have been obtained. The models should

be further verified including salinity effects.



2 . Ph sical 6 od.el

2.1. Sediment Trans ort

Gemmel �971!, Allen �970! and Camp �946!

summarize the various physical processes governing sediment

transport in the fluid, and the modes of sedimentation

deposit on the bed of a water basin. Sheng �975! has

investigated contaminant dispersion in the near-shore of

Large Lakes using a three-dimensional, time-dependent

numerical model. His approach is that of applying a

predictive dispersion model which is solved by the method
of finite differences. Sheng's governing equations and

attendant method of solution has been quite useful for our

formulation, however, Sheng doesn't take account of free

surface variations in space and time, Instead, he invokes

a "rigid-Lid" approximation.

The effects of' ideal particle settling, hindered

particle settling, flocculation, and bed scour, or viscous

turbulent entrainme~t of sediment particles is discussed

in detail by Rau8kivi �975!, Allen �970! and Camp �906!.

Empirical relationships have been obtained for hindered
particle settling, flocculation and entrainment. However,

current research investigations by Sheng �975!, Apman and

Rumer �970}, Hjelmfelt and Lenau �970!, Jobson �970!,

Jobson and Sayre �970!, and hei �969! have not accounted

for entrainment  or bee'. scouQ in their dispersion models,

and have only included particle settling effects in terms

of "ideal" gravitaLional settling, thus ignoring hindered



settling and flocculation.

Appendix A presents in detail the method of

calculation of settling velocity, Ms, in a turbulent flow

field and Appendix B presents and discusses the eddy trans-

port coefficients for the fluid and for the suspended sedi-

ment particles.

The momentum transfer, in our investigation, is

related to the particulate mass transfer through the dimen-

sionless turbulent Schmidt number=Kv/Dv=l, Jobson's �9i'0!

experimental investigation indicated an average turbule ~:

Schmidt number of 1.03. Note that the momentum equation

affects the concentration equation, but not v'ce versa, since

the effect of suspended particles on the dynamics of the flow

can be neglected for sufficiently small Richardson number.

Barenblatt �953, 1955!.

2.2 Conservative Dissolved Chemical Trans ort

As in the first case of sediment transport, we

set the turbulent Schmidt number=Kv!'Dv=l for coup1ing the

hydrodynamic model equations to the concentratio~ equations.

For conservative dissolved chemical transport, we ignore

any possible chemical reactions taking place, and we set

the particle settling, velocity, Ms, to zero. Again we

use the eddy transport concept as will be presented in

detail in Appendix. B.



3. Mathematical Model

This section will present the details of the for-

mulation of the mathematical model, in both the Caxtesian

coordinate system  x,y,z!, and in the vertically stretched

coordinate system  a,p;a!. Inclusion of the free surface

and. actual bottom topography will be discussed, and the

full set of initial and boundary conditions, to complete

the formulation of the mathematical model, will be presented

for both cases of sediment transport and conservative, dis-

solved chemical transport. The assumption and simplifying

approximations invoked in our investigation will be given

in the next subsection, 3.1, and mention will be made of

the approximations used by other researchers in numerical

studies in sediment and chemical transport. Lastly in this

section, we will summarize the initial and boundary condi-

tions used by other researchers, and give the complete set

used in our model studies. First, however, we will discribe

the hydrodynamic models used which are coupled  through con-

vection! to the concentration equation for both cases of

sediment transport and dissolved chemical txansport.

3,1 Sim lif in Assum tions and A roximations

The following simplifying assumptions and approxi-

mations have been invoked in the mathematical model presen-

ted herein, this was done in the interest of saving compu-

tational time without losing significant accuracy.

3.1,1 The Boussines A roximation

This approximation was used for the first case

of sediment transport, for the second case of dissolved

chemical transport the hydrodynamic model used is for

10



constant density. That is, as already noted in the lntro-

The hydrostatic approximation involves neglecting

the vertical convection and diffusion terms in the vertical

momentum equation. This approximation implies that the

vertical fluid acceleration, is negligible.
'Dt

3.1.3, Constant Kdd Transport Coefficients

Turbulence modeling is very complex and has an

extensive body of literature of its own. Turbulent closure

has been obtained in this model by using constant eddy

transport coefficients, although the horizontal eddy

transport coefficient is orders of magnitude larger than

the vertical eddy transport coefficient, being due to the

much larger horizontal scale length, Z., in comparison with

the vertical scale length H. Note, however, that the hydro-

dynamic model used for the first case of sediment transport

used a depth dependent vertical eddy transport coefficient,

as follows:

Kv--0.0018  DEPTH! 4/3 .... �-1!

This was done to increase the numerical e.ime step < t, as

11

duction, Section 1, two different hydrodynamical models were

used separately to obtain results for. sediment transport and

chemical transport. Thus, for the first case of variable

density, the effect of density variations on the inertial

and diffusion terms in the governing momentum conservation

equations is neglected. Density variation is retained only

in the buoyancy term.

3.1.2. The Hydrostatic Approximation



will be discussed in Section 4. Howevpr, the hydrodynamic

modhl used for the second case of dissolved chemical trans-

port used a constant value for Kv, since it was learned that
introducing a depth-dependent value for Kv in this second
model produced time steps inordinately small during low

water in the South Biscayne Bay,

3.1.4. Variation of Surface Wind Stresses

The variation of the wind produced surface shear

stresses with respect to a and y, 8rza and ~atz, are
Bx By

considered negligible for the horizontal length scales of
the bay. This microscale approximation was also used by
Dean and Verma �969! in their numerical/hydrodynamic model

of the South Biscayne Bay.

3.1.5. Velocit Sli Conditions

The hydrodynamic model used for sediment transport.

uses an unstaggered numerical grid system, and, thus, re-

quired. two velocity boundary conditions to be specified
at solid lateral boundaries. No normal velocity and tan-

gential slip velocity were specified  that is, zero shear
stress!, The assumption of slip conditions is necessary

for the free-surface model to allow for surface height

variations at the solid boundaries, Freeman et al �972!,

Lee et al �977!. Numerically it has been seen. that lateral
boundary layers are smaller than the relatively large grid
spacing used, specifically for the South Biscayne Bay, for

12



which the grid spacing M=by=1.6 kilometers in the horizon-

tal mesh. Estimates by Sengupta and Lick �974! have indi-

cated that the sidewall boundary layers are thin for similar

situations, and do not extend as far as the nearest interior

node. Freeman et al �972! used velocity slip boundary

conditions in their free surface model formulation,

3.1.6. Hi her Order Terms

Higher order terms resulting from the transform-

ation of the governing equations from  x,y,z! to  o,f3,v!

have been neglected. These terms are presented in Appendix

D. As will be seen in Appendix D these terms are neglected,

justifiably, since the magnitude of the horizontal diffusion

terms are several orders of magnitude smaller than the ver-

tical diffusion terms, and these higher order terms only

appear in the transformed horizontal diffusion terms. Fur-.

thermore, these terms may be neglected for gradual variations

in bottom topography � this is surely the case for the South

Biscayne Bay, which is a relatively shallow water body. Sheng

�975! also neglected these terms in his numerical investi-

gations of Lake Erie.

3,2, Governin E uations for H drod amic Models

The governing hydrodynamic equations for the separ-

ate cases of sedi~ent transport and dissolved chemical trans

port will be given in this subsection. Note, both numerical

studies use the identical concentration equation as given

in subsection 3,3, but the hydrodynamic equations are some-

what different.

13



3.2.1. H drod namic Model E uations for Sediment Trans-

ort in  x, ,z Coordinate S stem

Continuit

BK., By
dv + aW p

B z
�-2!

Momentum

+u~ +v~+wB
B t B K By Bz

2
B B u� ~+ fv+K

p B x H Bx

+K +K
By B z

�-3!

B v B v B v B v
Bt

+u � +v
B x By

+ w
B z

p B v
fu+K

p By

+K � +K
H By B z

�-4!

The Cartesian coordinate system is used with the

z-coordinate in the downward vertical direction as shown

in Fig.3-1, that is, a so-called "left-handed" coordinate

system. The following system of non-linear, coupled, partial

differential equations in Cartesian coordinates describe

the three-dimensional, time-dependent hydrodynamics.



H drostatic E uation

ap
z = Pg

The symbols in equations �-2! through �-5! are defined

in the list of symbols.

Note, that the nonlinear inertia terms and hori-

zontal diffusion terms, as well as Coriolis acceleration,

have been retained in the hydrodynamic model equations for

the first case of sediment transport.

3.2.2. H~drodfoemic Model E oetions for Dissolved.

Chemical Trans ort in x z! Coordinate S stem

The Cartesian coordinate system is used now with

the z-coordinate in the upward vertical direction as shown

in Pig.3-2, this is the conventional x,y,z coordinate sys-
tem. Carter �977! has gone through an order of magnitude
analysis and deduced, for the South Biscayne Bay, that the
horizontal diffusion terms are small and, thus, have been

neglected. Hence, the hydrodynamic models equations in
the Cartesian coordinate system, with the convective t rms

 nonlinear inertia terms! written in conservative form are

as follows.

C

Bu+ Bv + -Bw
Bx By Bz

15



Bu B uu B vu BwL1
Bt ax ayBz

2
Bn+ f +K Bu
B X V 2

B z

�-7!

Bv + B uv + Bvv + Bwv
Bt Bx By Bz

Bn B vg fu+Kv
By B z

�-8!

Where the hydrostatic equation has been used to elimi-

nate P from the horizontal momentum equations, that is:

BP
Bx= pg ax �-9!

and,

n

By By
�-10!

Where the hydrostatic pressure equation  refer to

Fig.3-2! is,

�-11!P = Po + pg  -z + n!

3.2.3. H drod namic Model E uations for Sediment Trans-

, 9, a! Coor dina te S s tern,

16

One major difficulty in the treatment of the free-

surface model is at the free surface boundary. The boundary



conditions can be specified, but the position of the free

surface is irregular and. time-dependent, thus making it very

difficult to apply any grid system at this "moving" boun-

dary for numerical solution. The approach used in the

model formulation is to follow a vertical stretching trans-

formation suggested by Phillips �957} and used successfully

in studies by Freeman et al �972! and Lee et. al �977!.

Using this transformation, the free surface becomes a

fixed flat surface and the variable depth bottom becomes a

flat bottom boundary. Thus, constant vertical grid size can

be used throughout the domain without losing resolution in

shallow parts, and, also, without requiring excessive com-

puter storage by requiring unnecessarily fine spacing in

deeper regions.

The transformation of the vertical coordinate for the

free surface model is obtained by letting

and,

Fig.3-3 shows the  a,5,a! coordinate system. Note,

that the values of o range monotonically from zero at the

free surface to unity at the bottom boundary By substitu-

ting transformations �-12! and �-13! into equations �-2!
through �-5! the free surface hydrodynamic model equations
 for this case of sediment transport! in the  o,g,a! coordinate



Continuit E @ation

8 H ~ 3 Hu! + ~3Hv! + H BQ = 0 �-14!
at+ a g

Momentum E nations

~BBu ~BHuu ~aHuv
at + a as

g  oa � ~! + fv!+

+ � < �  pKv !
a a

p Ha 6 aa
�-15!

8  Hv!+ 3LHu~w + ~8Hvv
as

+ H � H ~-  aP ! + g+~H
a 0 as as

! � fu}+ K   �. H ! +as H a x a z

system are expressed in what follows, The details of this

coordinate system transformation are given in Appendix D.



Hydrostatic Equation

P u! = P  a=o! + gH 1 p a!v,a . �-17!

Now, instead of using equation �-14!, following the

work by Freeman e t al �972!, two integrated forms of the

continuity equations are used a" follows.

Surface He~iht ~qua.tion

j ~  fI  Hu! + t~ Hv! �-18!

7qu ~ valent V=-xt ical Velocity {G., 9, ~!

l �~Hu! ~Hv!

l  ~H~u d~~~
3 f'f d

{3-19!

Where
3 cJ

{3-20!
w = H n + a-�'~ + {v-l!.~

qt at

d
Where + u �+ v

d t jt

Hence we are left with 5 equations to compute H, u,

v, C~ and P.

d9

azThe actual vertical velocity w{= � ! is then computed
dt

from the following kinematic relationship:





Kv azv-tu-g~ +
t! 8 H ".a-

�-23!

The underlined terms have been retained by Carter �977!, but

by dimensional analysis were considered negligible by Lee et al �977!
with regard to equations �-15! and �-16!. Secondly, the above

equations are orly truly valid for constant ~densit . whereas Lee et al

~au! ~>Hv
Bt react 3 g

�-24!

and,

+-
a -, n 1 .!~ a Wu a Hv!+ � ! d o �-25!
H St H 3r» p

a

equation {3-20! is again used to compute the actual vertical

ve E oc! ty, w.

Thus we have 4 equations to compute li,u,v and n. P has been

replaced directly by the hydrostatic approximation in the horizontal

momentum equations.

3.3. Bounder Conditions for H drod namic Models

The nature of the system of governing equations requires

in tial and boundary conditions to be specified. The boundary condi-

tions for both hydrodynamic models will now be presented. The initial

conditions will be presented in section 3.4.

{!97. ! derived their model equations for the more general case of

variable d..nsity. Again, notice that horizontal diffusion terms have

been neglected in equations �-22! ar5 �-23!, which is perfectly valid
for ."ou!.h iscayne Bay. Nows the coritinuity equation �-21! is not used,

but instead the two vertically integrated forms are used, that is:



3,3.1. Boundar Conditions for k drod namic Nodel for Sediment

~Trans orb

The free surtace, far-field hydrodynamic model has been

applied to the South Biscayne Bay by lee et al �977!. The boundary

conditions are in summary.

At lateral solid boundarisesAt the surface a= 0

On x � boundaries

a u k
3 0

  <�! Tzxp Kv

3 v

B x� =-  !Tzya v k
a o pKv

~0n -boundar LesAt the bottom, o-- 1

u=o a u

3 y
v=0

At the outletAt the inlet

n j 0

� = 0a v

a y
a =O
ay

+ n =a~  t!, forcing function.

data was taken from Schneider �969!.

22

" Note: A continous sinusoidal function no�! = Al + A2 Sin  ~t + y!
was specified at the inlet to represent the tide level variation. The



Kith this type of grid, the horizontal velocity components u and v

~gear on solid boundaries onl as normal velocities, Thus, in

summary;

At lateral solid boundariesAt the surface c = 0

On X � boundaries

n ! 0
� = �   � !~zx0 u H
ci a p KV

u=0

  ! Tzyt3 v H
3 0 pKv

v unspecified

At the bottom a= l On

ng0

u unspecifiedu = 0

v = 0v = 0

At the outletAt the inlet

n�

u=O

3 v� � = 0
3 y

� -= 0a v

3 y

n =no  t!

23

3.3.2. Boundar Conditions for ii d~rod namic Mode'I for Dissolved

Ih

Following the work of Carter  l977! the hydrodynamic boun-

dary conditions for the second case of dissolved chemical transport

will now be presented.

Normal velocities u,v,w are maintained at zero on all solid

boundaries. Tangential velocities are maintained at zero on the bottom

 the no-slip condition� !. As will be di scussed in Chapter 5, a Richardson
lattice is used for the grid arrangement in the horizontal plane.



3.4. Initial Conditions for k drod namic Models

The initial conditions are specified by zero velocity every-

where i n the domain  u=v=n=o}, since it is quite difficult ta obtai n

ground truth current measurements for the entire domain for the kind

of grid size resolution that would be required. Although an initial

free surface, n=n  x,y,t=0! can be specified from existing tide data

bases, compatibility between surface height and the velocities requires

starting the computations with a flat surface, » xey,t=0!=0, initia| ly.

3.5. Concentration E uation in Cartesian Coordi.nate ~S stem

~ x X,z!

This subsection presents the concentration equation in

general form for both sediment transport and dissolved chemical trans-

port. All new symbols are given at the beginning of this report ir

the nomenclature section. Thus, the concentration equation in tuh"i ulent

flow can be expressed in terms of turbulent eddy transport coeffIcients

as i~ x,y,z!:

� + u
ac a c a c a c a2 c

+ tw =D
at ax ay az kax

a~c ~ D azc
H ayz v azz �-P6!

Me assume, as did other researchers, that molecular diffusion

is unimportant by comparison wi th turbulent diffusion, and, hence,

can be neglected. Sheng �975!, L<m �975! . The dispersion of sos ended

sediment particles in turbulent flow can be cons~ dered as follows,

Following Sheng's argument, for small concentration and small particles,

and if the fluid particle -accelerations are small in comparison with the

gravitational acceleration, i+ may be assumed that the horizontal velo-

citiess of the f'luid and the sediment particle are the same, whereas





settling veloci ty Ws, for suspended sediment particles:

Ws

s Hcj s sue! ja HvcC H ~a n + H~c
at 3a ag Ba

Dv s~c
H ~3a �-30!

Where, this equation is valid for dissolved chemical transport

by merely setting Ns=0.

3.7, Boundar Conditions for Concentration ~cCuation

The nature of equation �-30! is such that boundary condi-

tions and initial conditions are required to complete the mathematical

model. Thus, this section will present the full set of boundary condi-

tions for both sediment transport and dissolved chemical transport.

Then the next section of this chapter will give the init'.al conditions

for both these numerical concentration studies.

3.7.1. B 'ons for Sediment Transport

The boundary conditicns we' ve used for sediment transport

thus not allowing the surface to move at all.

Following Tchen �947! and Lumley �957! the sediment particle

is assumed to be so small that its motion relative to the ambient fluid

follows Stoke's law of resistance, The eddy diffusion coefficier t for

the particle is the same as that of the fluid. Sayre  I962! concluded

that small sediment particles  diameter less than 0.1 mm! with a settling

velocity in the Stoke's range, very nearly fo'Ilow the turbulent fluc-

tuations, and, consequently, have a diffusion coefficient nearly equal

to that of the fluid. Thus, equation �-29! becomes, for a finite



in the South Biscayne Bay are zero convective and diffusive
mass flux across the lateral boundaries  Sheng �975! also

used this boundary condition!, zero flux across the free
surface, and deposition of sediment particles at the bottom

{ 1971!:

-W c+ Dv � = 8c � E3c

s c}z
�-31!

Where the first term represents the flux to the

bottom boundary due to gravitational settling. The second
term represents the flux to the boundary due to vertical
turbulent diffusion. The first. term on the rig~', 1..}ad side
of equation � � 31! depends on the "porosity" or ' st.ic~iness"
o the boundary. P = 0 corresponds to perfect reflection
and g~ corresponds Co perfect absorption. For 0
partial reflection and absorption is permitted. Finally
corresponds to vj.mucous entrainment. At the free surface
no layer of contaminant  or sediment particles! 's pre ent,
and, hence, equation �-31! reduces to:

-W c + Dv � = 0dc

S az
�-32!

Table 3-1 presents the free surface and bottom surface
boundary conditions used by other researchers.

surface. Following Sheng, a boundary condition sufficiently
general to describe practically all situa" ions encountered
in sediment transport can be written as  Nonin and Yaglom



TABLE 3-1

BOTTOM BOUNDARYTOP BOTRTDARYS!

Cons t.

+ Dv � =0 C'ons t
et

0!

3 c 3 cc+ Dv =0 I Dv=-,� =-Ãsc   '--
ds ' c3z

==  '. o ns t.

Nhere A =- probability of sediment part i ries lea~ i11q
~sus ension enr1 r1ePositing on the bottom herr rit rePr.e: � nt:..�
the rate of mass transfer from suspension. to the bed.
Mow, the values used by these researcher s for A and
respectively, are pres e nted in Table 3- 2,

TABLE 3-2

Not applicab1e0 an.d p-+

0. 3 anc.' A =.l.applicable

+ Dv = 0
3 C

8 z

+ Dv >E � 0dc

+ Dv
3C =0

E

3 c
r + Dv

8F

> C
-<sc + Dv "� =

~z
I

ScQv .=Wsc   1 7. !
0 Z



Note, p = 0 corresponds to perfect reflection and
corresponds to perfect absorption, C = 0. In our

investigation we' ve used the form of the bottom boundary
condition as used by Jobson �970!:

Dv � = Wsc �-A!B c

Bz
�-33!

In our numerical studies we' ve used two different
values for A, that is, A = 0.3 and A = 0.9. Therefore,
the boundary conditions we' ve used for sediment transport
in the  x,y,z! coordinate system are in summary:

Lateral Boundaries

3 c
0

3 x
at y-boundaries �-34!

3 c
By

at x-boundaries   3-35!

Free Surface

3 c
-Wsc + Dv

3 z
0 �-36!

Bottom Sur face

Dv � = Wsc   1-A !3 c

3 z
�-37!

transport studies by making the fallowing transformations:

3

3 K 3 G

BH B~
for 3 x

and smaAA
BB

for 3 and 3 smallBH Bq

3 p
Bg

and,

Bc 1 Bc
az H Ba

29

Noting, that the se boundary co nd it ions we re exp res s ed
in the  o, g, 0! coordinate system for our numerical sediment



3. 7. Z. B~oundar Conditions for Dissolred Chemical Transport

The boundary conditions we' ve used for dissolved chen~ical

transport in the South Biscayne Bay are zero f lux
solid boundaries, zero flux across the free surface, and zero flux

across the bottom boundary. Tidal D~ushin at: the ocean-eacbange

area is treated as follows following Lo et al  >9~<!:

B c
0

B y

C=0

Therefore, the boundary conditions we' ve used for dissolved

chemical transport in the  x, y, z! coordinate systerD are in summary

Lateral Boundaries

�-38!at x,y-boundaries

B c
-%sc t DvB = 0z

�-39!

Bottom Surface

Bc
-%sc . Dv � = 0

Bz
�-40!

Bc � 0
d y

for v ! 0
�-411

for v < 0c= 0

Again, these boundary conditions were expressed in t' he  ct,,8p !
coordinate system for our numerical dissolved chemical studies

by making the following transformations:

BH aqfor and -~-- smail
sg

B . B

By Bg

And,

a,c

a z ti Bo

30

Bc
0

By,x
Free Surface

during outflow from t he bay  V>0!

during inflow to the bay  V< 0!



8. 8. initial Corditions for Concentration Equation

The initial conditions for both sediment transport and

dissolved chemical transport v,ill now be presented,

The numerical study of. sedi t~~eit transport consisted of

specifying on instantaneous line source of unit concentration along
the intracoastal. waterway channel in the South Biscayne Bay. Fig. 3-4

J J

shows the location of the intracoastal tvate: way channel in the grid

system used for these studies. The refore, the initial conclition is:

for 6 ~c,u c o'. along channelC o,g,.>! = C

;ilorig cha.nnel.fOr it r I'tr O

Neumann and Piei son �966! sta.te that specifyingrelease sites.

line sources at a point is perfectly leg itimite for shallow water bodies.

Therefore, the initial conditions ir~ sufrfmary are:

C o,I3,o! = 1 everywhere is th<. don~ain for a instantaneous

uniform unit concentration distribution,

And,

at dye-release sites

elsewhere i.n domain

Note; This grid system was used such that the channel is aligned

with the x-axis as shown in Fig. 3-4

'1

8, 8. Z. initiai Conditions for Dt soi"-, i Ctt mical Yran~so".t

The numerical studies of dissolved chemical transport

consisted of specifying fir st, a instantaneous uniform unit concentration
distribution intially, that is, C = 1 for «11 >,g, o'; and, specifying in-

stantaneous vertical line sources at various points to simulate dye



Fig. 3-5 shows the map of South Biscayne Bay indicating the
dye-release sites at Snapper Creek Canal, Blat k Greek, and ':loamy
Greek; and Fig.3-6 shows the nuxnerical grid system indicatin~ th»
Dodes at which these dye release sites were initally specified. Note,
however, that the grid used in these studies i.s different from that
used far the sediment transport studies, which was rotated approxi-

0mately 20 clockwise with respect to due North. This was n. ossuary
in order to align the intracoastal waterway channel with the x -, xi,
 or 0-axis! in the grid system.
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Fig. 3-2 The xyz Coordinate SYstem for the Free-Surface
Model for Di,sgolved Chemical Transport.
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4. Numerical Method of Solution

4.1, General

It is obvious that closed form analytical solu-

tion of the hydrodynamic equations and the concentration

equation is impossible to get. The set of equations consists
of coupled, time-dependent, three-dimensional, nonlinear
partial differential equations. Therefore, the finite dif-
ference method is used to obtain numerical solutions. Note,

however, that the numerical method of solving the hydrodynamic
equations for both cases of sediment transport and dissolved
chemical transport will be presented in Chapter 5, Hs well
as the manner in which the resultant surface height and velo-

city field are coupled to the numerical model of the con-
centration equation. This chapter wi11 only deal witl- the
numerical model used for solving the concentration equation

itself, The ~ex licit finite difference method is used for
numerical solution of the concentration equation, and the

details will now be discussed,

4.2. Finite Difference Re resentation of Concentration

Ectuetion

This section presents the numerical scheme for

solving the three-dimensional, time-dependent concentration
equation, The general form of the equation, including set-
tling velocity, Ws, will be presented, real, izing of course
that the equation also applies to dissolved chemical trans-

port by simply setting Ws = 0.

A forward-time, central-space  so-called FTCS

method! explic~" finite difference scheme is used with





n n n

H I,J+l I,J-l I,J+1,K I,J-1,K
ad II

Hn Cn + Cn n

H I,J   I,J+l,K I J-l,K I J,K !
 ~e! '

+  D I H" ! Cn +Cn � C"'
I J TJK+1 I JK 1 "I J

T,J '    ~0!'

�-1!

4/3
Where DvI J = 0.0018  HI J!

l I

Note: Dv = Const. for dissolved chemical transport,

The last term in equation �-1! corresponds to

DuFort-Frankel differencing, and, as can be seen, is semi-

~in licit in time. It haa been learned, however, that equation
�-1! is only used for values of the vertical grid index

1   K   5, since for K = 1  top boundary! and K = 5  bottom

boundary! the inclusion of the mass flux boundary conditions

into equation �-1! does not conserve mass. This will be

further discussed in section 4.4. The next section 4.3

presents the boundary conditions in finite difference notation.

4.3. Finite Difference Re resentatio

Conditions

This section presents the finite difference form

of the boundary conditions for sediment transport and dissolved

chemical transport.
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4, 3, l. Boundar Conditions for Sediment Trans ort

Now the boundary conditions for sediment transpor t

will be expressed in finite difference form, Xn summary these

boundary conditions are;

Lateral Boundaries

�-3!Cw = Cw+1

That is, the concentration at the interior node adjacent

to the lateral boundary is used to yield the value at the

boundary, This is a numerical approximation to equation

�-34! and �-35!,

Free Surface

I,J,K H I,J pp I I,J,K

Vhere K = 1,

Bottom Surface

 Dv ! gC
I,J I,J,K

=WC K�-A! �-5!
s I,J,K

Where K = 5.

4.3.2. Boundar Conditions for Dissolved Chemical Trans ort

Cw = Cw+1

Free Surface

-W C + ~! 0
a

�-7!

The boundary conditions for dissolved chemical trans-

port will now be expressed in finite difference form, In sum-
mary these boundary conditions are;



Where K = 1,

Bottom Surface

Dv ! pCI
s I,J,K H I J baI I J K

�-8!0

At K = 5,

Ocean-Exchan e Area

for V > 0  outflow!

for V < 0  inflo»

C = C
w w+1

�-9!

C = 0
W

4,4, ~To and Bottom Boundar Finite Dif ations

from Conservation of Nass Considerations

Ln this section the top and bottom boundary finite

difference equations will be derived from. a conservation o.'

mass control volume formulation, Sheng ',1975!, We have learned

that merely substituting the aforementioned boundary conditions

into equation �-1! does not conserve mass, and, hence, we' ve

derived two additional finite difference equations for the top

and bottom boundaries, respectively. Then, upon substitution

of the top and bottom boundary conditions into these equations

mass is conserved. Note, that we will use the general form

of the concentration equation �-30! and the boundary conditions

for sediment. transport in these derivations, The resulting

finite difference equations are valid for dissolved chemical

transport by setting W = 0 and A = 0.

The full concentration equation. �-30! can be ex-

pressed as;



B }}c} + 8 Huc! ~aHvc! + } a }}}" }
Bt j}a 8 }}

 H,'�'!!+ r�{ �, H, '! i

�-10!

�-11!Where O' = 0 + Ws}I'H

So that,

B Hc! 3 Huc! B Hvc! H a n'c!et = a. ae - ' a.

2C �-.12!

Now, equation �-12! is integrated over the volume of

a half-cell either at the top surface or at the bottora surface,

and integration over ht is also performed, Fig,4-1 illustrates

ht I+/ J+$ K+/

~ dodgdadta Hc!

J-Q K

n+1 Cn+ � H Cn! H do,dada
2

g g 0

43

the top half-cell, and Fig,4-2 illustrates the bottom half-cell.
The volume of these half-cells = ~~~pgo, Upon integratingH

Hequation �-12! over ~~a~p~a and over ht we obtain at the



gt   f    Huc! ~~ �  Huc! g q] ~ ~ d8d y
H *

8 a

ht f f ~ Hvc!J+> -  Hvc!> �~ , H dada

- Zt f f   HZ'C! -  Hn'C! 3, ~ dod8
a 8 K+>~ K

I+~
+ gt f f  D H ! ' 2 d8da

8 0
I-4

+ gt f f  D H ! . ~ doda-
H 38

0

K+/

+at f f  H! > �!K . �-13!

of first term  unsteady term!;Now, define

I+5 J+$ K+>

I J I J K � H 3 f f f  HC! , Hd~d8do
bohghq I J

Z-~ J-~ X

Thus, equation �-13! yields fox' the first term,

* Note; H is assumed constant over ht and aver

bo,, A8,

*"' Note; This application of the mean value theorem yields

a volume averaged concentration somewhere in the

half-cell. It is assumed it is at  I,J,K!.



H

 Hn+ C"+ - H" ~ C" ! ~ ~8
I,J I,J,K. I,J I,J,K

Then, surface avera es axe defined for the convective and

diffusive fluxes crossing the cell boundaries as follows

ht f f I.  Huc! I+> -  Huc! > > ~ H d8d
8 a I J

»t   »»uc/+ -  »»uc!> ~»»»6»»6c.
2

Surface Area

~tf f   Hvc! ~ �  Hvc! J >! . Hdc da-2

H Hvc! g  Hvc! J y ! ~ 2 Bv GQ
?

6't f f    HQ C! K+  HA C! K! ~ HG xd8

u    HO' C! g -  HQ'C! ! . HhQA8
I+/ I+>

Dt f f DH H ~ 8! . Hd8da :=- DH At  H ! . 2 68ha
H 3 8

J+Q a c '+'~t f f DH H 3 8 ! Hdada = DHL t  H '!J 2 ~a~a
J-Q

a

K+>~ K+>~
~tf f   H ! g !K ~ H ~ d d8 = Dv~t  ~ !K - ~ L8

o, 8



 HI J C J � H C ! Aa,ASAa ~ � � -At  Huc!

�-14!

Now, by dividing equation �-19! by AaA[ Aa' � 2 we obtain,H

n+1 n+1 n I+/ 1 J+> 1
I J I JK I J I JK

-At  H~'C! "+' 2 + D t  H~! ' + D At H !"+

�-15!

Now,

Next, by inserting the boundary condition �-4! into �-15!,

Therefore, equation �-13! becomes,

-At Hvc! J > . � AaAa- At HQ'C!K . H AmABJ+4 H , K+4
J

I+/

+ At DH  H g !I-g 2 ZSA

H A Aa+ At   !K AaAg

+ DvAt ,!

-At  HQC! � = -AtNs C!K A � At  HQC!~

n,n+l,n-l
W C

n Dv 3 c

sKH3aK

J+k
DH  H-~'!



n n+1 n-1

k+1 k + k 72
3 y k+Q Aa

k+Q k k+1

He ~fj�nail obtain for the

n+1 n n n
nJ K I J I 3 K I J K I J K+1

~t H u C !I ~ ~ - ht H v c !J ~ ~I +D ate

n I+> cj C J++
 H � ! � +Ddt  H � > � !Z-~ aa H e J-4

n n n- 2at  H c c !k +D at �cn - cn-l!!
ha H  jjo!

,n k+1 k

n+1

/ Hl J + ~!
H"  a,o!

�-16!

Similarly, the bottom finite difference equation can be
obtained by integrating over the bottom half-cell shown

in Pig. 4-2, that is,

k, H ...! ' ~ dedgdodt
f 5 f

= M C �-A!Dv ac I
H p ok sk

47

The resulting finite difference equation with the bottom

boundary condition �-5!



inserted into the resulting finite difference equation yields

for the bottom boundary:

n+1 n n n n
I,J,K ~ I J I J K I,J,K I,J,K-l

n n J+41 +D At Hn Bc !I+@ 1 +D t Hn3c! 1Ag H IQ A HA Bg J ~ AB

� At H"~"C"!k � '+ D "  Cn ' - 2Cn !!k->A a v Hn A ! k, k-1

/ Hn+1 + Dv At !
H  Ao! '

�-17!

%here for example,  Huc! I+g HI~g ulyg CZ~y

HI~~ =  HI + HI 1!/2

I+' ~ I J K I+1 J K I+1 J K I J K

I+1,J,K-1 I,J,K-1

uZ+y Q   uI,J,K + uZ+1 J K! /2

I+3.,J,K I,J,K I+1,J,K-1 I,J,K-1 !

48

Note, K-1 is replaced with K+1 for cunputing u and c at the

bottom boundary.

Therefore, equations �-16! and �-17! are used instead

of equation �-1! for the top and bottom boundaries, respectively,



4.5. Initial Conditions in Finite Difference Form
This section presents the finite difference form

chemical transport.

4,5,1, Initial Conditions for Sediment Trans ort
for J=J and 1<, K< 5G I,J,K! = 1

Where Jo = 7 in the grid system shown in Fig.3-4.
for J/J and 1< K< 5C I,J,K! = 0

4.5.2. Initial Conditions for Dissolved Chemical Trans ort

For instantaneous uniform concen~ation,

C I,J,K! = 1 everywhere inside domain
C I,J,K!~ = 0 outside domain.

For d e releases sites:

C�7, 2, K! =1

C�,6,K! - 1

C�0,2,K! =1

C I,J,K! = 0

Black Creek

Snapper Creek Canal

Nowry Canal

elsewhere.

4.6. Second U wind Differencin of Horizontal Convection

Terms

It was learned in our numerical studies that the
use of central differencing of the convective derivatives
in equation>�-1!, �-16!, and �-17! resulted in negative
concentrations. Lam �975! points out that the central
difference approximation will be over-estimating the advective
flux so much that it often causes a negative concentration

of the initial conditions for sediment transport and dissolved



or "donor ce11" method introduced by Gentry, Hartin and

Daly �966!, Some sort of average interface velocities on

each side oK the grid cell are defined; and, then, the sign

of these velocities determines, by upwind differencing which

value of concentration, C, to use, Following Roache �972!,

in one-dimensional notation,

8, CX uRCR U CL
5t

�-18!

a.pproximates
3c 3  uc!
Ot ax

 uX+1 +
1

And,

CR = C for u > 0, CR = CX 1 for u < 0

CL CX 1 fo uL 0, CL CX for uL < 0

ForuR>0, u > 0:

X R X L I-1
  ! hx

�-19!

For uR < 0, u < 0-

R X+1 L I= -  �-20!
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to appear in the neighboring cell, To circumvent this problem

we' ve used the so-called second upwind" differencing method,



For u > 0, u ~ 0;

AGI u~ C � u CI

For u < 0, u > 0;

I   R I+1 L I-l! �-22!

3 Huc! d 3 Hvc!

Thus we' ve merely replaced u and u with  Hu!R and  Hu!

and  Hv!R and  Hv!L, where,

1 1
R 2 I J I+1,J 2 I,J,K I+1,J,K

 Hu! L ��

1

I,J+1 ' ~ I,J,K I,J+1,K

1 l
I J I J-1 '~ I J K I,J-1,K

This method is both conservative and transportive and is

more accurate than first upwind differencing.

'51

Now for our case we have the following form for the hori-

zontal convective terms,



4,7,

Now the proper solution to equation �-3Q! for

either sediment particle concentration or dissolved chemi cal

concentration must satisfy conservation of mass for the

domain of the bay, which includes settled out mass for a

finite value of bottom deposition rate A, and includes tidal

flushing, However, tidal flushing is really only significant

for computer runs for more than several hours, and our nu-

merical sediment transport studies were only run for several

hours, since 90% deposition for the values selected for set-

tling velocity, Ws, and deposition rate, A, occured in less

than 4 hours in all cases, Hence, tidal f' ushing was found

to be only important in our long run numerical dye release

studies as will be discussed in Section 7,

4.7,1. 1Iass in D ' f 3

The total mass remaining in the domain of the bay,

less the mass settled out  of course this is equal to zero

for conservative dissolved chemical transport! and the mass

C Vol �-23!

Where NI+, > > = mass per grid cell

C = cell averaged concentration

Vol = grid cell volume

Wher e,
H

C 'x,y,z,t! dZ1

Z=O

�-24!

flushed out at the ocean-exchange area, is obtainei as follows





4.7,3. Total S stem ~ss Igithout Plush~in

By combining equations �-28! and �-31! we have

a numerical check on our solution for sediment transport,

that is

M t! + SN t! = Const, = M t=0! �-32!

Of course this ignores tidal flushing, but for our numerical

sediment transport studies, flushing is actually zero. This

is true since 90% deposition of sediment particles occurred

during flood tide, and flushing only occurs during ebb tidet

4.7,4. ~Corn utatinn cf Percent cf Tidal Fi~ughin
The fraction of mass left in the bay during tidal

flushing is defined a,s,

x t! {4-33!

Then the percent of tidal flushing is defined as,

P : � %%u tidal flushing = � - X!x 100%�-34!

This of caurse, is not valid for sediment ransport which

would be,

P = �
N t!+SH t! ! x 100% �-35!
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Fig.4-1 Top Half-Cell for Concentration Equation.

Fig.4-2 Bottom Half-Cell for Concentration
Equation.



to Concentration E uation

The governing species concentration equation was

coupled to the conservation of momentum equations and the

surface height equation for the sediment transport studies;

however, a previously obtained magnetic tape of numerical

solutions of the velocity field and surface heights was cou-

pled to the concentration equation for conservative d;.ss 1lv.ed

chemical transport. studies, This latter method holds the

surface heights and velocity field constant over each hei f-

houx', and, thus the concentration equation is the only equa-

tion solved by the computer. This method wa.s employed to

save considerable computation time, since the numerical

dissolved chemical. flushing studies are run for two wee~a

of simulated time in order ta obtain large flushing out o-' the

bay, Lam �975 ! followed a similar method of storing comput:ed

currents an magnetic tapes for inputting into the simn3.; � t on

of dispersion conservative substances such as chloride,. and,

the nonconservative substance phosphorus in Lake Erie,

S.l. Sta ared Grid S stem for Gum~uric Ve1.pc~it 1'ield

and Surface Hei hts for Store e on Ma net~ic Ta e for Di"apl~ed

Chemical Trans or t

The hydrodynamic equations and boundary conditions

were expressed in the Richardson Lattice, Figure 5-1 shows

a schematic of this staggered grid. system. A Richardson

lattice is used for the staggered grid arrangement of sysCem

variables r,,u,v aT.'. 2, As already noted in Chapter 3 with.



this type of grid arrangement, the horizontal velocity

components u and v appear on solid boundaries only as normal
velocities. That is, no conditions on tangential velocity

components is specified on the boundaries. Section 3.3.2
and 3g4 in Chapter 3 present the appropriate boundary and

initial conditions which were used to obtain numerical solu-

tions for q,u,v and 2,

5,2. Numerical Solutions of the. H drod namic Model used

for Cou lin to the Dissolved Chemical Trans ort E uation

The values of q or H=h + n!, u,~, and Q used in

equation �-29! were obtained using wind and tide data bases
for April l5, 1975. The hydrodynamic numerical model was
run for two complete tidal cycles over 24 hours. However,

to ignore "transient effects" prominent after start-up, the
second tidal cycle results were repeated twice. The results

were then stored on magnetic tape every half-hour.

The results of this simulation run are now presented

in detail. First, the tide level variations at the tide gage

locations used by Schneider �969! are illustrated in Fig.5-2

through 5-2 for a value of Kv=20.0 cm~/sec. The agreement

at these tide gage locations is quite good both in terms of

relative high and low tide values, and relative phasing

between the tide data base and the model predictions. It

must be noted at this point that we' re comparing a statisti-

~11 1 g d
and wind data input for a particular day  i.e, April 15, 1975! .

Thus, the comparison for Kv=20,0 cm'/sec is really quite
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good.

Figs. 5-8 through 5-11 shows the surface currents

and lines of constant surface height predicted by the model

every 6 hours in order to illustrate the tidal exchange at

the inlet over a complete tidal cycle. As can be seen t he

bay is quite sensitive to the tidal driving force at the

inlet. Figs. 5-12 and 5-13 show a plot of horizontal velocity,

at various depths, as a function of time, at a point in the

northern part of the bay and at a point in the southern part

of the bay, As can be seen the currents are all in the same

direction with varying depth as time proceeds; and further-

more the direction of the current is in the direction deter-

mined by the tidal current at the inlet. The wind effect

has not reversed the current at either. of' these bay locations,

and, therefore, the bay can be said to be tide dominated.

Fig.5-14 indicates the phase relationship between the tide

height and the tidal current at the inlet. It can be seen

that the current at the inlet does not reverse with increasing

depth, and that the phase relationship indicates that the

current and the tide height are out of phase owing to re-

flection of the surface waves at the west shoreline of the

bay.

5.3, Calibration of H drod namic FIodel used for Dissolved

Chemical Trans ort Studies

The velocities were calibrated by using Wang's

{1977! current data base for the South Hiscayne Bay, After

a thorough campari~on and analysis of the model results for



various values of Kv, a value of Kv 20,0~em /sec was

selected as the final value to use for generating our input

magnetic tape. See Appendix E for velocity calibration.

5.4. Inter olation of Sta ered Grid Variables for

Obtainin Solutions of the Dissolved Chemical Trans ort

E~uati.on

As shown in Fig. 5-1 the variables H or q! u,v,

and Q are not located at the integral nodes in the full

grid system. However, the concentration, C, is computed

at these integral nodes, and, hence, the hpdrodynamic

variables must be interpolated in order to obtain values at

these integral node points in the full grid system. The

interpolation scheme used is as now follows,

l. u,v,Q, and H are used only at  I,J,K! integral nodes

in the full  unstaggered! grid system for the concentration

equation,

2. u,v,Q, and H are obtained from the values in the

staggered grid system as follows:

u I, J, K! = u I,J-.1, K!+u I, J, K! } /2

v I, J,K! = v I-1, J, K! + v I, J, K! } /2

H I,J! =  H I-1,J! + H I,J-,1! + H I,J! + H I-l,J-l! }/4

Q I,J,K! =  Q I,J,K! + Q I-1,J,K! + Q I,J-1,K!

+ Q I-1,J-1,K! } /4
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5.5. Numerical Solutions of the H drod amic Nodel

used for Cou lin to the' Sediment Trans art E uati,on

The hydrodynamic model used in the sediment trans-

port studies is given in Section 3,2,3. with variable Kv and
Dv as given in Eq,3-1, A time step At=2 min was used, Figs.
5-15 through 5-18 indicate the surface currents predicted
by this model for l hour, 2 hours, 3 hours and 4 hours after
start-up. As can be seen the flow field is strongly deter-
mined by the inlet current, and nate that the southern part
of the bay exhibits to a large degree unif6rm flaw, whereas
the northern part of the bay exhibits more af an irregular
velocity pattern. The effect of these resulting velocity
fields upon the sediment transport will be discusse~ in
Section 6,2 to follow,
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E'ig. 5-k Zndexing system in the horizontal plane<
Richardson Lattice,
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6. Results for Sediment Trans o t

6.1, Grid S stem for Stud in Intracoastal Waterwa

Channel in South Bisca e 3a

The grid system for these numerical sediment trans-

port studies is shown in Fig, 3-4, This grid system for the
South Biscayne Bay was constructed such that the intracoastal
waterway channel goes through the nodes, This was essential
for specifying an initial condition, Note, this grid system

is rotated 20 clockwise with respect to due North. The

rotation of the grid system affected the values of the wind

stresses, but causes no change in the Coriolis parameter f.
Appendix C gives the details of the effects of this rotation
of 20 clock wise from due North. Note, the horizontal grid

size is hx=hy=1.6 km.

6,2. Com uter Runs for Different Values of Settlin

Velocit and Bottom De osition Rate for An Instantaneous

Line Source

The concentration equation for the first. case of

sediment transport, Kq,3-30, was run coupled to the hydro-

dynamic model given in Section 3,2,3, with variable Kv and
Dv as given in Eq,3-1, a time step h,t=2 min, was used, The
computer model was run for an instantaneous line source

along the intracoastal waterway channel, as given in section
4.5.1. See Figs,5- 15 through 5-18 for the coupled velocity

field/

The values of settling velocity, Ws, and for bot-

tom deposition rate, A, were varied to gain physical insight
into the governing mechanisms of sediment transport,
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The computer runs were as follows;

a!. Ws = .04, A= 0.9

b!. Ws = .02, A = 0.9

c!, Ws=.04, A=03

Now Pig. 6-1 illustrates the sediment particle con-

centration distribution at the sur face, K=1, for a J- transect

at I=13, so that the effect of the inlet could be studied.
The above noted three cases were plotted in. 'Fig.6-1 for a

period of one hour and two hours, respectively. Xt can be
readily seen that doubling the settling velocity, Ws, strongly
affects the distribution of sediment particles, although the

affect of tripling the deposition rate, A, is relatively

minor. Secondly, it can be seen that the effect of the ad-
vection from the incoming tidal current significantly skews

the concentration distribution at I=13, which is a J-transect

normal to the inlet. This advection effect is greater demon-

strated in Fig,6-2 for Ws=.02 and A= .9 far increasing the
time period from 1 hour to 2 hours and then to 3 hours.
Note, further, that 90%%u deposition occurred at 4 hrs. 46 min.
for Ws = . 02, A=. 9, at 3 hours 40 min. for Ws =. 04, A=. 3,

and at 2 Hrs. 4 min. for Ws =.04, A=.9. However, the skewing

caused by the incoming tidal current is most pronounced for

Ws=. 02, A=0. 9.

Now Pig.6-3 shows the concentration distribution

at the surface, K=1, for a J-transect at I=21. At this J-

transect the flow field is aligned with the intracoastal
waterway, and, hence, the skewing effect has vanished.
Again we can see that the settling velocity is much more
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domimant than the deposition rate. Fig. 6-4 clearly shows

that the surface concentration distribution is strongly

time dependent, this being due mainly to botto~ deposition

which depends more strongly on gravitational settling than

on deposition rate, A,

Fig, 6-5 illustrates sediment particle concentration

distributions at various depths for two 3-transects at I=13

and at T.=21. This case is for Ms=.02 and A=.9. The skewing

effect again is clearly observed for I=13, and is virtually

nonexistent for I=21, Both distribution vary somewhat the

same with respect to depth, since the depth dependent vari-

ation is mostly dependent on settling velocity and deposition

rate. Fig.6-6 indicates that the vertical profiles decrease

sharply with increasing time, and the influence of advection

is less significant than for horizontal concentration vari-

ations, due to the rapid turbulent mixing vertically.

7. Results for Dissolved Constituent Trans ort

7.1. Grid S stem for Stud in Dissolved Chemical

The grid system for studying dissolved chemical

transport is shown in Fig.7-1. This grid system has already
been used by Lee and Sengupta �976! for investigating the

tide and wind driven circulation in the South Biscayne Bay.

Note, that this grid system is aligned toward due North,

and the horizontal grid size is bx=hy=1.6 km. As already

noted in section 3,1.5. the coarse resolution of this grid

size eliminates the inclusion of sidewall boundary layers.



Also, note that the inlet  ocean-exchange area! is not
recessed. one grid step as for the grid system used ta
study sediment transport in the South Biscayne Bay. Other-
wise the two grid. system are rather similar.

7.2, Definition of Flushin

The fraction of tidal flushing has already been

defined in section 4,7,4, as,

K t=Q
N t! �-1!

This, of course, is only true for conservative dissolved
chemicals in the bay system, However, to better appreciate
our flushing results, one may also use tidal rism theor to

c=co  � ! v N
v+ up

�-2!

Where u = Mixing coefficient

p = Volume of water in tidal prism
v = Volume of water in bay at low tide,
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compute the flushing performance of the bay. Following
Lo�976!, the concentration of the dissolved chemical consti-
tuent after N tidal cycles is given by:



The flushing rates for the three dye release sites;

Snapper Creek Canal, Black Creek and Nowry Canal are shown.

in Figures 7-2, 7-3 and 7-4. Figure 7-5 shows the flushing

rate for a uniform distribution of dissolved chemical. Note,

that a time step At=6 min. was used; and the computer program

was run for a period of 2 weeks of simulation time for each

case.

As can be seen in, reviewing these figures, Black

Creek and Howry Canal dye release sites indicate the largest

amount of flushing, whereas the Snapper Creek Canal dye re-

lease site indicates the least amount of tidal flushing.

The flushing rate of the uniform distribution of dissolved

chemical indicates a greater rate of flushing, initially,

than either Black Creek or Nowry Canal dye release sites,

This is attributable to the large region of dissolved chemi-

cal affected in the vicinity of the ocean-exchange area. It

is interesting to observe that Black Creek and dowry Canal

are near-shoreline dye release sites relatively fax from

the ocean-exchange area, and that Snapper Creek Canal is

directly across from the ocean-exchange area. However, this

curious result cannot be further examined without a data

base on long-term flushing rates. This data base does not

exist at the present time.

As can be seen in Figs.7-2, 7-3, 7-4 and 7-5,

after tw'o weeks of simulation, the dye initially at Black

Creek and at Nowry Canal has been 93% flushed out of the



bay, whereas the dye initially at Snapper Creek Canal has
only been 32% flushed out of the bay. The uniform distri-
bution flushed 80% in 2 weeks of simulation time.



7,4. Nodel D e Release Site Studies

In this section the model results fax simulating

the dispersion of injected dye at three shoreline locations

is presented and compared with Wang's 0977! data base,

Figs 7-6 through 7-9 illustrate the compax ison for Snapper

Creek, Figs 7-10 through 7-12 are for Black Creek, and Figs.

7-13 through 7-15 are for Nowry Canal,

The dye release experiments were performed as

follows;

5 gallorrs of rhodamine WT �0%! were inj ected at

6 45 EST on November 2, 1977 in 8 feet of water and tracked

for 10,5 hours,

2, Black Creek �7 2!

3,

2 gallons of rhodamine WT �0%! were injected 10:00

EST on December 20, 1977 in 3 feet of water and tracked for

24 hours.

The computations for specifying the model dye re-

lease reference concentrations were performed as follows.

1. Volume of Initia.l Line Source

�-3!

2. Ref erence Value of D e Concentration

VR 9
C = � ~ 10 PPB

ref V
0

�-4!
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1 gallon of rhodamine WT �0/! was injected at 9:10

EST on December 7, 1977 in 3Q feet of water and tracked for

29 hours,



where VR = j$ gallons of rhodamine WT �0/!

and PPB = parts of rhodamine MT �0/! per billion parts of

water.

Now, Table 7-1 presents the values of VR, V , C f for theo' ref

3 dye release sites.

TABLE 7 1

Now the model results will be compared with Rang's data

base. Note that the actual dye injection points correspond

quite closely with the grid points used in the model runs,

and, therefore, the comparisons are meaningful, Furthermore,

high tide used for the model runs are not, in phase with high

tide occuring on the three different dye release experiments

However, s readin of the d e can be considered both quali-

tatively and quantitatively meaningful in terms

of the basic transport processes, the dominant two being

vertical diffusion and horizontal convection.

Figs.7-6 through 7-9 shows relatively good agreement

between the model predictions and the meaaured values for

Snapper Creek Canal. The corresponding lines of rhodamine

WT �0%%u! are in good agreeme~t, thus lending much merit to

The model source in Pigs,7-6 through 7-15 nas been located
by interpolation of grid location of line source and the
boundary, and the source strength has been. adjusted accor-
dingly. This was done for the sake of comparison.
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the computer model for dissolved chemical transport.

Furthermore, the rate of s readin of the dye is in. surpri-

singly good agreement with Wang's measured values, thus veri�

fying that the model formulation properly takes account of

the dominant transport processes in the South Biscayne Bay.

Figs.7-10 through 7-12 present the comparison for Black

Creek. Initially, the model does not yield some of the mea-

sured values of lines of rhodamine WT �0%! dye, however this

is due to the lack of resolution of the model due to the re-

latively large grid size Ax=1,6 km, But, as can be seen in
e

Fig.7-12 the rate of s readin of the dye is in quite good

agreement with the measured values, Thus, again it has been

demonstrated that the model properly takes account of the

dominant transport processes for dissolved chemical

dispersion,

Pigs.7-13 through 7-15 present the comparison for Mowry

Canal. Initially, the values of rhodamine WT �0%! are in

good agreement, noting again that the actual dye injection

point. is slightly different than ~he model initial line

source of dye release. As time proceeds, the comparison

indicates that the model not only agrees favorably with re-

gard to the amount of dye dispersed, but also simulates quite

well the shape of the contours of the lines of varying amounts

of dye;
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8. 0. Discussion and Conclusions

8.1, Sediment Trans ort

The basic sediment transport processes, with

associated boundary conditions, have been modelled, General

features of the suspended sediment paricle transport have been

ev'atuated qualitatively, and the resulting behavior and domi-

nant physical processes determined. The most rigorous hydro-

dynamic model used by other researchers is that of Sheng

�975!, However, our model relaxes Sheng's "rigid-lid"

approximation, by actually treating the bay's free surface

behavior, Thus, the effects of variable tidal level for

estuarine chemical and sediment transport has been accom-

plished by employing a three-dimensional, time-dependent

free-surface model.

By varying the values of particle settling velo-

city and bottom deposition rate physical insight was gained
with regard to the governing mechanisms of sediment trans-

port. It has been learned that the resulting distribution

of suspended sediment particles is much more strongly affec-

ted by varying settling velocity than by varying bottom

deposition rate, Other researchers have not reported such
findings. Sheng �975!, Apman and Rumer �970!, Hje Lmfelt

and Lenau �970!, Jobson �970!, Jobson and Sayre �970!�

and Hei �969!.

The effects of ideal gravitational particle set-

tling with variable settling velocity has not been discussed
by the above researchers, However, Sheng �975! and



Jobson �970! have reported the results of using variable

bottom deposition rate in their studies. Our investigation,
vis-a-vis a thorough comparison with the state-of-the-art

of research in sediment transport, is, therefore the most

extensive with particular regard to rigorously modelling the
hydrodynamic field of the environmental flow physics affecting
the actual sediment transport and bottom deposition.

Further research into other physical processes of

sediment transport, such as hindered particle settling, floc-

culation, and bed scour  or viscous turbulent entrainment!,

would be the next logical step in properly modelling sediment

transport in geophysical flows, However, realistic descrip-
tions of these complicated physical processes requires much

more experimental research, Present desciprtions are empir-
ical in nature, Allen �970!, Raudkivi �975!, and relative

interaction between these processes has not, as yet, been

determined, Thus, until a better experimental base exists,

introduction of these physics is a task not worth pursuing.

The above mentioned researchers also limited their investi-

gations to ideal gravitational particle settling, since in
actual flows the data bases for sediment transport are vez-

tually nonexistent.
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8.2. Dissolved Chemical Trans ort

The hydrodynamic variables t.i,u,v, and A were

obtained using wind and tide data bases for April 15, 1975,

The hydrodynamic model was run for two complete tidal cycles

over 24 hours. The rsults were then stored on magnetic

tape every > hour, and, subsequently coupled to the concen-

tration equation to compute flushing rates of dissolved

chemical dye releases and spreading of initial dye sources.

A time step of 6 rain. was obtained for these computer runs,

and the dissolved chemical transport model was run for 2

weeks for three dye release sites, and for an initially uni-

form distribution. Upon velocity calibration a vertical eddy

kinematic viscosity Kv=20,00 cm /sec was used with a verti-

cal eddy diffusivity Dv=20.00 cm'/sec

As noted in Section 7.3 the dye injected at Black

Creek and at Mowry Canal flushed 93/ in 2 weeks of running

the model program. The dye injected at Snapper Creek Canal

flushed 32/ as predicted by the model. The uniform distri-

bution flushed 80%%u as predicted by the model The greater

rate of flushing of the first two sites is not a~enable to

further examination and subsequent verification without a

corresponding data base on long-term flushing. However,

these field experiments for flushing times have not been

conducted as yet.

The model results for predicting the dispersion

or "spreading" of injected rhodamine WT �0/! dye at these

three shoreline locations is in quite good agreement with
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Wang's �977! measured values, both in terms of the relative
shapes of the lines of constant concentration and in terms

of the rate of spreading, that is, the quantitative values

of the corresponding lines of rhodamine WT �0%%u! dye in PPB.

Thus a dissolved chemical transport model has

been. developed which yields flushing times and spreading of
dye. However, presently no data base is available for veri-
fying the flushing rates, The short term spreading of the
dye, however, has yielded good agreement with an existing

data base.

8.3. Conclusions

A three-dimensional, time-dependant free surface

hydrodynamic model has been developed, which takes account

of topographical and meteorological parameters, for the ap-
plication to sediment transport and dissolved chemical trans-
port in the South Biscayne Bay, Local tidal effects have
been introduced into the mathematical model by applying a

so-called primitive numerical boundary condition at the ocean-

bay interface, Agreement with a statistically averaged tide
data base, both at the ocean exchange area and at several

shoreline locations, for a calibrated model  on the basis

of velocity current data base! is quite good. Previous work
by other researchers has not been truly three-dimensional,
and ad hoc boundary conditions at the ocean-bay interface

have been purely empirical, Both unstaggered and staggered
hydrodynamic models have been used in these numerical dis-

persion studies,



Basic sediment transport processes, with asso-

ciated boundary conditions, have been modelled. General

features of the suspended particle sediment transport have

been evaluated qualitatively, and the behavior of the domi-

nant physical mechanisms determined. Our i~v, tigation of

sediment transport is the most extensive in regard to rigor-

ously modelling the hydrodynamic field, Fur her research

into other physical processes of sediment transport, namely,

hindered particle settling, flocculation and bottom bed tur-

bulent entrainment, requires detailed, controlled laboratory

experiments and extensive field data collection, Consequ-

ently, this investigation, like the work of other researchers,

limited the physics to ideal gravitational settling, and a

bottom boundary condition which neglects -urbulent entrain-

ment.

Dye release numerical studies at several shore-

line locations have been conducted, and model predictions

for non-reactive I,'conservative!, dissolved chemical disper-

sion have been obtained, Flushing times o: F ~ he injected dye

has been obtained for the calibrated hydrodynamic model,

however, no data base exists for the South Biscayne Bay with

which to compare our model predictions. Thus a further veri-

fication effort is required with respect to long-term flush-

ing calculations. The model is deemed to be of merit, both

qualitatively and quantitatively, with respect to the nu-

merical dye release studies, and the good agreement with

Wang's  l977! dye release experiments,



The model can be directly applied to numerical

studies of nutrient, and other biochemical processes, as

well as to a variety of contaminant transport studies. How-
ever, further effort is necessary to ensure quantitative
agreement with respect to long-term flushing and to sediment

transport.
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APPENDIX A

SETTLING VKLOCITY IN A TURBULENT FLO@ FIELD

The settling velocity has been determined in our

work by assuming quiescent laminar flow not in the Stokes

regime, that is, for Re > 1, from Gemmel �971!

8 r ~s ~w
 A- 1!

And,

C = + + 0,34
d Re Re4

For Re > 1  note, Cd = < for Stokes creeping flow!24
Re

Jobson et al �970! concluded that turbulence

increased the average settling velocity by about 5/.

Whereas, Murray �970! concluded that the average settling

velocity as determined by experiment in various turbulent

flow fields is reduced by as much as 30%%u below the corres-

ponding quiescent laminar settling velocity, Since no

convincing criteria have been presented indicating the limi-

tations of assuming that the mean value of the particle

settling velocity is unaffected by turbulent fluctuations of

the fluid, we have computed its value on the basis of qui-

escent conditions.
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APPENDIX 8

FLUID AND PARTICLE ED' TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

D, = D
H particle H fluid

D . = D
v particle v fluid

 B-l!

 B-2!

Einstein �905! concluded that dissolved molecules

and suspended particles are identical in their diffusive

behavior at great dilution. For long diffusion times, Tchen

�947! showed, by studying the motion of a small particle

suspended in a turbulent fluid, that for a homogeneous tur-

bulent field of infinite extent, the eddy diffusion coeffi-

cient for the particle is the same as that of the fluid.

The fluid eddy diffusion coefficients, D and D

is assumed to be the same as that of the particles, both

suspended and dissolved  or neutrally buoyant!. Sayre �968!

concluded that small sediment particles  diameter less than

O,l mm! very nearly follow the turbulent fluctuations, and,

hence, have a diffusion coefficient nearly equal to that of

the fluid. It is tacitly assumed that the particles are

sufficiently dilute in the fluid, such that



APPENDIX C

WIND STRESSES AND CORIOLIS PARAMETER IN

ROTATED GRID SYSTEN

S Directio~ o f Wind

 C-1!

 C-2!

T = � T Cos 6
xz

-'T S3.n G
yz

SSW Direction of Wind

cos�2,5 � a!
0

xz
 c-3!

 C-4!0
yz = +z sin�2. 5 - a!

WNW Direction of Wind

sin�2. 5 - m!T = T
xz

cos �2. 5 � m!0

yz

NM Direction of Wind

sin�5 - a!  C-7!T = T
XZ

cos �5 � u!
0

yz
 C-8!

The Coriolis parameter f = 2Q Sin. 4 is not effected

by the rotation of a=20 as can be easily shown. The Navier-

Stokes equations in a non-inertial reference can be expressed

in terms of the Goi iolis parameter f  in the Northern

119

The grid system as shown in Fig.6-1 has been

rotated 20 clockwise with respect to due North, This waso

done in order ta align the intracoastal waterway channel with

the grid nodes for ease in specifying an instantaneous line

source of stirred up sediment particles,

Now for the angle of rotation m=20 we have the0

following relationships for wind stresses.



Hemisphere! as;

+2Qxv=  C-9!

A A

Where v = ui+ vy + wk

Now referring to Fig,C-l we see that 2A x v can be resolved

into the x,y, and z directions, respectively. Thus,

cos g y + 0 sing h in the Northern Hemisphere

And, hence,

i + 2uQ sin p20 x v = �wQ cos g - 2v 0 sin <!

2ua cos g k

But f = 2Q sin > and therefore,
A

2B x v = �wQ cos g - fv! i + fu

Now resolving Dv into u,v,w components
Dt

2uQ cos > k

we have:

+ 2' cos $ � fv =Du  C-10!

+fu=Dv

2uQ cosDw

Hence 2w g cos g is neglected.'u >> w

v» w

And, we have neglected  C-12! by invoking the

hydrostatic approximation. Now, let our non-inertial co-

ordinate system  x,y, z! be rotated through an angle a=20
0

clockwise with respect to due North. Referring to Fig. C-2

we rotate x,y to x',y' in some x,y plane perpendicular
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But in most geophysical flows and particularly for the South

Biscayne Bay,



to z. Then, for components of 0 along x' y' and z  =z'!

we can use direction cosines, such that,

z - direction,

Then Q in  x',y',z'! is expressed as,

P. =2 cosy i' + 0 casH j ' + <>sin~ k  C-13!

And, consequently,

2>r, x v = 2 -I w V. casH - v 3! sin <! i' +  uQ sin

w 6 cos Y! j' +  vQ cosy � uQ cos H!k!

Again for w «u, w «v and replacing Dw with hydro-

static equation we arrive at,

fv =Du

Dt

� + fuDv

Dt

Where f = 2G sin <. Therefore, by invoking the hydrostatic

approximation, we see that rotation of the grid system has

negligible effect upon the Coriolis forces.
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~ y I

k

ca s y in x ' - d iree t ian  y unknown!

cos H in y' - direction � unknown!

a
cos 9 = G cas  90 - g! =0 sin p in



APPENDIX D

CONVECTIVE AND DIFFUSIVE TERNS

IN a 8 0! COORDXNATE SYSTEM

Consider the u-momentum equation in the  x,y,z! coordinate

system � only the convective terms;

Bu Bu Bu 3u+u �,+v +w � = 0
Bt Bx By 3z

now by a partial derivative expansion we obtain,

 D-1!

Bu 3u 1 Bq Bu o BH
Bx BC< H BCL 30 H 3 X

Bu Bu. + 1 BQ Bu 0'
Bg H 35 3 H

BH Bu  D-3!
BB Ba

Bu. 1 Bu
Bz = H aa

 D-4!

then upon substituting equations  D-2!,  D-3! and  D-4! into

 D-1! we obtain:

Bu + ~ Bu 1 BgBt + " B~ +
3H 3u

3<x Ba

Bu 0

+ v $ � +-au 1 aq
Be H Bb

+  w/H! 3

BH Bu !
38 Bo

 D-5!

where,

w=~t=kR +  g-1! ~+ g~dz dq dh  D-6!

Hence,
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The transformation of the convective and diffusive terms

from the  x,y,z! coordinate syst: em to the  a,g,a! coordinate

system will now be presented,

CONVECTIVE



Bu Bu Bu { u B n Bu ua BH
+u � +v � +Bt Ba Bg H Bm Ba H Bo

~ � ! +
Bu v B, Bu. va BH Bu
Ba H Bg Ba H B5 Ba

+ � � E Hn +  o-1! P + ~ } = ol Bu d dh
H Ba

 D-7!

The continuity equation in  x,y, z! is,

Bx ay Bz
Q-8!

and can be easily shown to be expressed as follows in  p,g,a!;
e

 D-9!

Nul tiplying equation  D-9! by u we obtain,

u � '" + u ' ""! + u ' " ! + uH '" = 0

Next, multiply equation  D-7! by H and obtain;

H +Hu � +Hv �,+ { u � -ua � � !Bu Bu Bu BYI Bu BH Bu
Bt B~ Ba Ba Bm Ba

+ {v~
Bn Bu BH Bu Bu� va � � ! + � ~
aB Ba ag Ba Ba

 D-11!

HBu + BH+ H Bu+ B Hu! + H Bu.

+ Hn + uH +{ a-1! � ~Bu BQ Bu dv
Ba Ba Ba t
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BH ~ B Hu! B Hv! ~ H3Q
Bt Bu B8 Ba

 HQ + a-l! + a � != 0dq dh
dt dt

Now, add equations  D-10! and  D-ll!,

+ u ' + {u � � uaB Hv! Bg Bu
B5 Bcx Ba

a~ Bu BH au
+{v � � va

Bg Ba BP Ba

Bu>
Bca Ba

 D-10!







!
3 ' H 3a H

~ �H! 3~
30 32

 D-21!

Now since in the model of South Biscayne Bay ha=1,6 km,

and, coupled to the fact that the bay is shallow and surface

heightsvary quite slowly with respect to the integration.

a first order a roximation.

3 3 2 3g 3 2v 3H

H 3o 3o3a
+

3x 3s

3 + 1 32' 3 o 3~H 3
3038 H 3 g 30 H 3 P ~G  D-22!

 D-23!

Z z+q
H H

= � ! Since o=

a~ - 32 2 aa! 3' 1 3H 3a
3x

Bx 3u3v H 3o 3x 3a
30.

 D-24!

time step ht  « period of tidal cycle!,

"squared" and ~ terms, and products�3H 3v
3cx 3 x

Therefore, equation  D-21! reduces to:

But we a1ready know that,

3o 1 3q a 3H
3x H 3Q H 30!

Thus, equation  D-22! reduces to:

Now, for a shallow, well-mixed bay,

we can n~e lect

of these terms to



and � � = � is always true,30 3

ax aa ax

Hence,

1
+

2 a02 H BQ a
 D-25!

and, since � = � � and � 1 we finally obtain:BQ 8 Bs
cIx 3 Q Bx

a' a~ + 1 BH 3  D-26!
ax~ ae

or 

However, for the South Biscayne Bay the horizontal diffusion

terms are much less than vertical diffusion term and advec-

tive terms, and, therefore the above approximations are

really quite justifiable in a rigorous mathematical sense,
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approximations ',



APPENDIX E

VELQ CITY CALIBRATION

The model was calibrated by utilizing a recent current

data base acquired by Wang �977! for the South Biscayne Bay.

Values of the vertical eddy kinematic viscosity, Kv were ad-

justed until good agreement was obtained between the mea-

sured values of surface current and the model predicted val-

ues. A close study of comparing these values of surface

current led to a value of Kv=20 cm'/sec.

The following Table E-2 indicates the current data base

used for the model calibration., but first Table E-1 presents

the times of high tide for the six days that Wang acquired

current measurements, This information of course was neces-

sary in order to compare with the model current predictions

which are based upon a "statistical" 24 hour simulation run

using meteorological data for April 15, 1975, and tide data

from Schneider �969!. Model high tide occured at 10:00 A.M.

TABLE E-1



a i ration
No.

Stat!. on Q d p
mo.

>me Mrs
ModelDate Hi Water- Time

9!11:05 AM 11:53 AN9/15/77 9:12 AM

12;05 PM 12:53 PM9/15/77 9:12 AM 4 9

9/15/77 9:12 AM 9!13:5313:05

9/15/77 9:12 AM 4 9!14:5314;05

15:539/15/77 9:12 AN 4,9!15;05

6 89/19/77 12:46 PM 10:10 AM 19:24

9/19/77 12:46 PN ll:1.0 AM 20;24 6,8

� 812: 10 PM 21: 249/19/77 12:46 PN

9/19/77 12:46 PN 22:24 �-,813:10

ll;15 AM 12:46 PM9/14/77 8.29 AN 10�2,9

12;15 PM 13;46 12,99/14/77 8:29 AN
14:46 129/14/77 8:29 AN 12 913: 15

15:46 139/14/77 8: 29 AM 12 914:15

ll;15 AN 16:459/23/77 4:30 AM 22 7

�2 7!12;15 PN 17:459/23/77 4:30 AN 15

9/23/77 4:30 AN �2 7! 1613:15

9/23/77 4:30 AN 19:45 22,7!14:15 17

9/22/77 3;24 AM 5 �3,4!10:15 AM 16:51 18

9/22/77 3:24 AN 5 �3 4!11:15 AN 17:51 19

209/22/77 3;24 AM 5 �312:15 PM 18:51

9/22/77 3:24 AM 2319:5113: 15

9/27/77 7:55 AM 22 8 7ll:00 AM 13:05

12:00 Nn 14:05 239/27/77 7:55 AM  8 7
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Table E-2 now presents the locations of current measure-

ments, time and date, hi water, and time with respect to the

model  hi water at 10:00 A.N.!.

TABLE E-2



Table E-3 shows the comparison between Wang's dataHow

Kv=20 crn /sec. GenerallY,andbase the model predictions for

therefore, the model iscomparison. is quite good, and,the

to surface current measure-considered calibrated with respect

ments for Kv=20 cm'/sec,

TABLE E-3

Measured
CUrrent

 Node 1!  No de 1!
Time Grid Pt. Second C cleFirst C cle

13, 2cm/ s/210 7. 5cm/ s/140 5, 3 crn/ s/2051200

13,8/2104,91300

1400 �,9! 15.6/270

1500 �,9! 19,7/360
1600 �,9! 17.5/360

17,3 10

24.5/9

17.2/355

20. 1/2
�, 8! 19, 0/360

�, 8! 17, 9/270

1950

2050

21.6/13

17. 5/10

22,7/12

11.,3/268
2150 �, 8! 12. 9/230

2250 �, 8! 16. 7/230
20.2/148

24.5/102
43, 9/83

49,5/81
1300 �2, 9! 15. 6/193

1400 �2, 9! 15, 5/110
16,5/63150012 12,9

1600 �2,9! 19.9/44

1700 �2,7! 12.7/50
13

12,0/13

8,0/8

14, 2/16. 60 15, 3/211800 �2, 7
11, 5/261900 �2, 7! 11, 6/2516

2. 0/250

6. 5/19

5.3/30

12.3/37
2000 �2 7 15.2/5

14.9/3451700 23,4
6, 1/89.0 251800 �3,4! 14.9/36019

20

21

1400  8,7! 10.3/107
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Ca
brat ion
No.

1900 �3,4

2000 �3,4

1300  8 7

9. 9/12

7,3/60

14,8/200

14. 0/170

16.3/167

14.6/164

12.0/158

38. 7/67

34,7/62

20.0/31

6,5/17

5.1/20

16.3/130

17,1/107

11.2/190

13.5/200

15.4/183

11.8/145

22.1/71

20,1/58

12.5/12

5.2/8

l. 0/290

19, 0/162

10. 7/111




